
Geo-Art Research 

Wildride001 

What is geocaching? 

- Geocaching is real-world, outdoor treasure hunting game using GPS-enabled devices. It

works by user using their GPS-  

  

Location:  United states, wyoming 

- BLM, The University of Wyoming, A Surveyor Company, and BOR for allowing us to

place these caches

Theme: 

- Historical theme, to their town. This person created the geo-trail art with traditional

caches. When seeking for the caches, There’s many Scenic views, and paths you can

walk your dog through,or you could even ride a horse or a bull to find the caches.

Design: 

- The Bucking Horse and Rider (BH&R) is a registered trademark of the U.S. state of

Wyoming, and has a lot of history to it. Image of a man riding a horse. The state's usage

of the logo is traced back to as early as 1918

When Launched: 

- June 13, 2014

Owner: 

- Jeewy

- 1,291 finds, 111 hides, 19 trackables

Cache Types (Number): 

- Traditional

Approximate Number of Visitors: 

- 64

Cache Favorite Points: 

- 11 favorites

Feedback From the Owner (Why / Workload): 

- After multiple attempts, we were not able to get in contact with the owner. Last website

interaction occurred on September 1st.

- The geo art has a 2.5/5 rating for terrain and difficulty



Materus- “cached our way from Reno to Wyoming and back. We did a bunch of caches 

and cache types. It was fun and we thank all the COs for their contributions. TFTH.” 

Tick_Magnet- “Out on a wonderful day of geocaching made even better by your cache. 

Thanks for the fun.” 

Kennyk4165- “when Michelangelo was given a blank canvas he created The Mona 

Lisa.The Wild Ride series equals that. if I had that many favorite points I would 

cheerfully award them to all of these” 

M4ISU- “We're here ! Logging this one only from field , yee haw !! I came out here with 

kennyk4165 to tackle this awesome geoart. Thanks to the CO's for the placement and 

the approval to replace. We took the last replacement cache from this one. there were 

plenty in 189. We are reporting all that we replaced.  

What an awesome adventure ! We're only about half done, already had good 

discussions around Wyoming wildlife and geology. 14 miles the first day 11 today. We'll 

be back to tackle the rest on Weds - Thurs” 

Alot of the comments contained the acronym TFTC, which means “Thanks For The 

Cache” 

Only good comments were made, people seemed to love this art Cache 

Cacher Comments / Feedback 

https://www.geocaching.com/profile/?guid=fac3bc3d-6f54-4115-ab19-e5346a03b003
https://www.geocaching.com/profile/?guid=f37d9f9b-326c-4e77-97eb-35bbc8e62183
https://www.geocaching.com/profile/?guid=d9d8aa6d-cad7-4def-9f09-82beb6210d3a
https://www.geocaching.com/profile/?guid=2320d3d0-7ee7-4715-b222-f82fc8f7c5e4


https://www.geocaching.com/geocache/GC573A2_wildride001 

Additional Details (Geo-Art Image) 

https://www.geocaching.com/geocache/GC573A2_wildride001



